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Organization of this lecture

1. General problems of the border between art and science 

A.  Artists who allude to science, refer to it, “practice” it (LeWitt, André, Celmins, Kac...)

B.  The “ghetto” of science-oriented art exhibits (SIGGRAPH, etc.)

      C.  Art historians working on scientific themes (Wieczorek, Kemp)

            D.  Science presented as art (Jean-François Lyotard)

                  E.  Artists working with scientists (Frankel, Therian-Gottschalk)

F.  Scientists working as artists (Hybrid Medical Animation, DNA11)

      G.  Scientists explaining science in terms of beauty (Berry, Frankel)

             H. Scientists claiming art shows scientific principles (Shlain, Perkowitz)

2.  A proposal: discursive analysis of the “languages” of non-art images 

3. Some sad conclusions



The “ghetto” of some science-oriented art exhibitions

1. General problems of the border



The principal science-oriented exhibitions:

(a) ISEA, Inter-Society for the Electronic Arts

(b) SIGGRAPH, a computer art and science society
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SIGGRAPH is a snapshot of the contemporary art 
world, but every work is done in a digital medium or 
with the help of digital technologies.

Often the untheorized question is:  Why remake work 
that is already being done in specific media?
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And when the work does make contact with issues in 
contemporary art, the question becomes: What does the science 
element contribute? Why isn’t it irrelevant?

Christopher Puzio, Warped Structural Assembly, detail from 
Warped Structural Loops, 2002,  a work inspired by protein 
folding.
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Science presented as art
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Jean-François Lyotard’s Les Immatériaux was an influential exhibition at the 
Pompidou Centre, curated by the poststructuralist philosopher.

Irit Rogoff (critic at Goldsmith’s, London) describes Les Immatériaux as one of 
two exhibitions in memory that  are often cited as a breakthrough moment in 
the theory of exhibitions 

It included bubble-chamber images of atomic particles, presented as implicit 
parallels to painting such as Cy Twombly’s.
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The same was done by Jeannie Therrian-Gottschalk, a photographer 
who re-photographed bubble chamber images from the Fermilab 
particle accelerator in Batavia, Illinois, USA

But in the absence of any scientific explanation, the images have to be 
read aesthetically, in light of gestural abstraction, post-Pop, colour field 
painting, calligraphy…
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Artists working with scientists
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Felice Frankel, head of the Edgerton Imaging Center at MIT, author of On the 
Surface of Things, Envisioning Science; columnist in American Scientist

Felice is trained as a photographer (originally, a landscape photographer)

She helps scientists re-photograph their material for publication, and writes 
guides for photographers and photo-books.

From a piece in American Scientist on the photo of the Eagle Nebula: the 
scientist, Jeff Hester, says “Interestingly, the beauty of the image is not 
happenstance. When people talk about ‘beauty,’ they are talking about the 
presence of pattern in the midst of complexity.” (“Sightings,” American 
Scientist, September-October 2004, p. 463.)
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Felice has also organized major 
conferences called Image and Meaning. 
The first was MIT, June 2001; the 
second was the Getty Center, Los 
Angeles, 2005.

In the first Image and Meaning 

conference, a blue-ribbon panel of 

scientists were joined by Susan 

Sontag. The other speakers were all 

scientists and engineers. Sontag 

insisted on the meaninglessness of 

images, and underscored historical 

contexts. (She was alone in both.)

The principal question was: How far 

can scientists alter images before the 

science content is compromised?

Art and Science was an international exhibition and 
global symposium, Tsinghua University, Beijing, 
2001

From the website:  “Art and science are not such 

strange bedfellows.  And they are attempting a 

marriage nowadays, amid applause, shrugs and 

speculation.

“An international exhibition entitled ‘Art and 

Science,’ which opened last week in Beijing, has 

attracted huge numbers of visitors. Even Chinese 

President Jiang Zemin visited the exhibition.”

Do these conferences further the dialogue, or 

repeat received ideas about art and science?
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Scientists working as artists
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Chemistry in Art, a special issue of the chemistry journal Hyle, 
presented chemists interested in the visual aspects of chemistry, 
and also chemists interested in making their own art

Lane Last,  Of  Vibrations and Time, 2002
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Hybrid Medical Animation (.com), which sells 

digital films of medical processes, “gratuitously” 

enhanced as in Star Wars—

On its website, an endorsement from Ed Bell, Art 

Director, Scientific American (accessed January 

2006):

“Hybrid’s illustrations and animations extend 

beyond the boundary of highly informative 

graphics: they enter the realm of high art, 

achieving a combination of Truth and Beauty.”
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DNA11, a company that takes a sample of your saliva and turns it into 
“one-of-a-kind masterpieces.” (A popular version of Steve Miller, etc., as 
in Ingeborg Reichle’s talk) 

The company claims you are the artist, and because it’s your genetic 
code, your artwork is necessarily unique.
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The website just calls these 
“high-end, unique abstract art 
from DNA.”

There is no explanation of 
electrophoresis gels, and no 
way to read or calibrate the 
lanes—hence no way to 
extract scientific information.

This is touted as a good 
thing, because it preserves 
privacy.

DNA 11 is not serious about 
science, and not (successfully) 
serious about art.
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Scientists explaining science in terms of beauty, etc.
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Examples:

(a) Michael Berry (Bristol) who presented a ‘Café Scientifique’ in the 
Glucksman Gallery, Cork, in March 2005.

He showed pictures of patterns of water and light, and compared them with 
prose descriptions (A.S. Byatt, Thomas Pynchon, John Banville) and paintings 
(David Hockney) 

(b) Felice Frankel, Surfaces: a book of her photomicrographs of surfaces of 
objects. There is a commentary by a chemist, but it does not add much 
information, so the book is mainly ‘visual’ — it has no theorized aesthetic 
content or connections to art history
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